HEARING OFFICER. CAREER SERVICE BOARD
CITY AND COUNTY OF DENVER, COLORADO
Appeals No. 56-14, 57-14. 58-14
DECISION

1. MODIFYING DISMISSAL OF APPELLANT LACOMBE TO A 30-DAY SUSPENSION
2. REVERSING DISMISSAL OF APPELLANT PACHECO
3. REVERSING DISMISSAL OF APPELALNT SANDOVAL
IN THE MATIER OF THE APPEAL OF:

JENNIFER LACOMBE
FRANCISCO PACHECO
ANTHONY SANDOVA'-1 Appellants,

vs.
DEPARTMENT OF AVIATION, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT SERVICES,
and lhe City and County of Denver, a rnunlclpal corporation. Agency.
I. INTRODUCTION
These are the consolidated appeals of three employees of Denver International
Airport who were dismissed from employment on September 30, 2014, for alleged
misconduct in violation of specified Career Service Rules. A hearing concerning these
appeals was conducted by Bruce A Plotkln, Hearing Officer, on December 16 and 17,
2014. The Agency was represented by Franklin A. Nachman and Charles Mitchell,
Assistant City Attorneys. All three Appellants waived potential conflicts of interest on the
record and were represented by Sean Olson, Esq. Agency exhibits 1-28, and 30-51 were
admitted, as were Appellant' exhibits A-C. The following witnesses testified for the
Agency: Suzanne Cratch. Robert Davis, Richard Shepherd, Donald Anderson. Kim
Novitch. and Greg Hegarty. The Appellants testified during their case-In-chief.
II. ISSUES
The following issues were presented for appeal:
A. whether the Appellants violated any of the following Career Service Rules: 16-60 A; 1
16-60 C. 1; or 16-60 J.
B. if the Appellants violated any of the aforementioned Career Service Rules. whether
the Agency's decision to dismiss them conformed to the purposes of discipline under

CSR 16-10.
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The Issues to resolve ore straightforward. The Agency accused all three Appellants
of taking home a small amount of food left over from an Agency retreat. The Agency
alleged It provided explicit Instructions to Its employees, Including Appellants, not to
take home any leftovers. but to share all leftovers with members of two other divisions
who were Inconvenienced by the closure of the Agency's warehouse during the
retreat. The Appellants replied (l) no such Instructions were given and (2) even if such
Instructions had been given. the penalty ls qlsproportlonate.
If the Agency does not prove Appellants were llkely to be aware of its two
directives, (don't toke home any food and share all leftovers with the Fleet and Fleld
Divisions), then no vlolatlons of any CSRs can be proven and the dismissals must be
reversed. If the Agency proves on Appellant was likely aware of the Instructions. then
the penalty of dismissal must be considered under all relevant circumstances.

Ill. FINDINGS
The Appellants. Jennifer Lacombe, Francisco Pacheco. and Anthony Sandoval,
held the position of Stock Keeper 11 in the Materials Management (MatMan) Division at
Denver International Airport (Agency). They handled shipping. receiving. stocking.
Inventory and providing supplies for the needs of the DIA Infrastructure. Stock Keepers
handle over 14.000 items, worth over eight milllon dollars. including everything from
paper towels to truck engines. One of a Stock Keeper's principal duties Is to staff a
walk-up window at the MatMan warehouse. where customers order and pick up
supplies. MattMan is located In a bulldlng named the Maintenance Center. which also
houses the Fleet Maintenance and Field Maintenance divisions.
The stock room warehouse and window have at least eight security cameras
covering every part of the warehouse. including the window and front counter where
Appellants worked. All three were aware of the security cameras.
Following the directive of Gregg Hegarty. director of Business Management
SeNices. on August 20, 2014. Kim Novitch. Materials Manager for MatMan, convened an
off-site. all-day team building retreat. Upper management prepared and also bought
many food trays. reimbursed by the Agency. As such. the purchased food trays were
City property.
At the end of the day, there were a large number of prepared trays of food
remaining. Hegerty directed Novltch to have the leftovers brought back to the
Maintenance Center and divide it between the break rooms for employees of the Fleet
and Field divisions, as they were the most inconvenienced by the MatMan warehouse
closure. To that end. Novitch made two announcements. She asked the remaining
employees to convene in the kitchen area. Novitch gave them one directive: toke the
remaining food to the warehouse. Sandoval was present for that announcement.
Pacheco and LoCombe were not. (Novitch testimony; Anderson testimony; Pacheco
testimony: Lacombe testimony; Shepherd testimony).
A short time later. when food was belng loaded into various vehicles. Lacombe
suggested toking some of the food home. Novitch overheard the statement and made
her second announcement to those present. Her second announcement contained
two directives: no one was to take any food home; and MatMan employees were to
distribute all leftovers between Fleet and Field Divisions. Pacheco and Lacombe were
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present for that announcement. Sandoval was not.2 Novitch also asked for a couple
trays to be set aside for her and .. the girls" at the office.
At the Maintenance Center. MatMan employees placed leftovers into two
refrigerators In the warehouse but. even after filllng both MatMan refrigerators, there
were many trays of leftovers. At the end of their shift. each Appellant took home one
fruit tray and one vegetable tray. Lacombe also took a few bottles of water and two or
three leftover cupcakes. No leftovers were brought to the Fleet or Field Division break
rooms.
The next morning. August 21, 2014, Novitch sought some fruit to eat and, finding
none. reviewed security tapes from the previous night. She saw the three Appellants
openly taking out trays of food. She saw no food was delivered to the Field or Fleet
break rooms. Novitch noted these findings In a report, (Exhibit 8). to Hegarty who
castigated her for falling his directive, and ordered her to undertake an investigation.
During the ensuing Investigation, the Appellants readily acknowledged taking
home some leftovers. Each acknowledged being aware of Novltch's first
announcement, to bring all leftovers back to MatMan. Each denied being aware of
Novitch's second announcement. not to take any leftovers home. and to distribute all
leftovers between Field and Fleet Divisions.
The Agency seNed Lacombe and Sandoval with letters in contemplatlon of
discipline on September 8, 2014. (Exhibits 2; 7). and served Pacheco with letters In
contemplation of discipline on September 1O and September 18, 2014. (Exhibit 4. 5).
The Agency held pre-disciplinary meetings for all three Appellants. Lacombe and
Pacheco chose to attend their respective meetings without representation. Sandoval
attended his meeting with his union representative. The Agency seNed dismissal notices
on September 30, 2014 to Lacombe and Sandoval, and served a dismissal notice to
Pacheco on October 1, 2014. All three tiled timely appeals.
IV. ANALYSIS

A. CSR 16-60 C.1 Thett, destruction, or neglect in the use of City property or property of
any agency or entity having a contract with the City.
A violation of this rule is established by proof of wrongful intent to deprive the City
permanently of its property. The Agency claimed that. by taking two trays of leftover
fruits and vegetables, each Appellant engaged in theft of City property under this rule.
The Agency alleged intent was established by Appellants· knowledge of Novitch's
order prohibiting toking home any leftovers and their subsequent decision to do so
despite her directive. Appellants' denied hearing any such directive and claimed to
have acted in accordance with common practice in taking home leftovers following
team meetings.
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Novitch testified she was "comfortable" that all 3 Appellants had notice of her
directive to take all remaining food back to the Maintenance Center and to distribute it
between Fleet and Field Divisions for having Inconvenienced them by the closure of the
warehouse window. Despite Novitch's assurance. she acknowledged, during crossexamination. that Sandoval was likely not present when she mode the announcement
regarding not taking any leftovers home and distributing them between Fleet and Field
break rooms. Novltch stated Sandoval would have been aware of the directive
because he was present at her first announcement In the kitchen; however she
acknowledged that announcement concerned only taking all leftovers to the
Maintenance Center, with no specification concerning the prohibition against taking
leftovers home or concerning dividing the leftovers between Fleet and Fleld,3
Agency witness Donald Anderson is also a Stock Keeper. He displayed an uncanny
recollection of detail:1 Anderson affirmed that, during Novitch's kitchen
announcement. she said nothing about prohibiting taking food home, and did not
direct employees to take leftovers to the Field and Fleet break rooms. (Anderson
testtmony). Anderson specifically recalled that, while leftovers were being loaded Into
various vehicles. Lacombe sold ·maybe we should toke some of this home." In the
presence of Novitch, (Anderson testimony; Exhibit 2l). Novltch then made her second
announcement. that no leftovers were to be token home, and all leftovers must be
distributed between the Field and Fleet divisions. Anderson did not remember that
either Pacheco or Sandoval was present for this second announcement.
Since Novitch was responding to LoCombe's statement and responded
Immediately. (Anderson testimony), I find It more likely than not that Lacombe heard
Novitch's directive not to toke food home and to distribute it to Field and Fleet divisions.
Consequently her toking leftovers home after being directed not to showed her Intent
to deprive the City permanenHy of its property In violation of CSR 16·60 C.1.
No other witness credibly placed either Pacheco or Sandoval at the scene when
Novltch gave directives not to take food homes and to distribute it to Field and Fleet.
Both of them denied being present at that place and time. and no other evidence
credibly placed them at the scene where Novitch made her announcements; nor did
any other evidence prove they were aware of Novitch's directive by a preponderance
of the evidence. Thus. the Agency failed to prove either Pacheco or Sandoval had
notice of Novitch's directive, without which no intent to steal food Is proven in violation
of CSR 16-60 C.1.
B. CSR 16-60 J. Failing to comply with the lawful orders of an authorized supervisor or
failing to do assigned work which the emoloyee is capable of performing.
l
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In order to establish a vlolatlon of this rule. the Agency must establish 1) a
supervisor communicated a reasonable order to the employee; 2) the employee
violated the order. 3) under circumstances demonstrating willfulness. In re Rodriguez,
CSA 12·1a. 7-8 (10/22/ 10). There Is no dispute that Novltch made two announcements.
In the kitchen. she directed to those present that all leftovers were to be taken to the
Maintenance Center. In the second announcement, where cars were being loaded
with leftovers to toke to MatMan, she directed that no one was to take any leftovers
home, and for oil leftovers to be distributed between Fleet and Field Divisions.
All thre~ Appellants acknowledged they were aware of the first order. to bring all
leftovers to MotMan. The Issue ls whether the Appellants were aware of the second and
third directives. The following factors were slgnlflcant In determining whether the
Appellants heard or were otheiwlse Informed of Novltch's lotter fwo directives:
•

Novltch acknowledged on cross-examination that she could not be
certain all three appellants were present for her second
announcement. then admitted at least Sandoval was likely not
present.

•

Lacombe was in the Immediate area where Novltch gave her
orders not to take leftovers home and to distribute them to Field and
Fleet Divisions.

•

Anderson. who demonstrated extraordinary recall. placed
Lacombe at the scene when Novltch mode her second
announcement. and It was clear to Anderson that Lacombe would
hove heard Novltch. However Anderson did not recoil that either
Pacheco or Sandoval was present.

•

Lacombe acknowledged wondering aloud. at the car-loading
area. if MatMon employees should take some leftovers home.
Since Novltch Immediately announced no leftovers were to be
taken home there ls a strong inference she was responding to
Lacombe, and that she would have ensured Lacombe, the main
focus of her remark. would hove heard the response.

•

No witness credibly placed either Pacheco or Sandoval at the
scene when and where Novitch announced no leftovers could be
taken home and all must be distributed between Fleet and Field
divisions.

•

No other evidence suggested Pacheco or Sandoval would have
become aware of Novitch ·s second announcement or directives
through other sources.

•

Other than Novitch ·s announcements. there was no reason for the
Appellants to believe lhat leftovers could not be token home and
no reason to know leftovers should be distributed to Field and Fleet
employees.
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•

Hegerty was crestfallen to find out his directive was not carried out
("it took the wind out of my sails"), and criticized Novitch for falllng
his directive to ensure leftovers were distributed to Fleld and Fleet
employees. (Hegerty testimony). Hegarty then ordered Novltch to
Investigate the Appellants. Both Hegerty and Novltch decided to
assess the harshest possible penalty.

•

The Appellants were fully aware of securi1y cameras In MatMan and
made no attempt to conceal that they were taking leftovers.

•

At all stages of the Investigation and during hearing. each
Appellant readily acknowledged taking 2 trays of leftovers home;
each was surprised at the harsh reaction of the Agency.

•

Lacombe acknowledged that, in hindsight, she was wrong to have
taken home any leftovers. and acknowledged her actions broke
Agency rules. She protested only the degree of discipline.
(Lacombe testimony).

In light of the evidence and findings. above. I find Lacombe was aware of
Novitch's second announcement with its two directives, not to take any food home,
and to divide all of It between Fleet and Field Divisions. Because Lacombe was aware
of those directives from her supervisor, her failure to comply constitutes a violation of
CSR 16-60 J. That she took home leftovers paid for by the City despite orders to the
contrary also constitutes a theft of City property in violation of CSR 16-60 C.1.
I find the Agency foiled to prove, by a preponderance of the evidence. that
Pacheco and Sandoval were aware of Novitch's directives. Because the Agency failed
to prove Pacheco and Sandoval were aware of Novitch's directives. and both
violatlons depend upon that awareness. neither violation was established against
Pacheco or Sandoval.
V. DEGREE OF DISCIPLINE

The purpose or discipline is to correct inappropriate behavior if possible. Appointing
authorities ore directed by CSR 16-20 to consider the severity of the offense. on
employee's past record, and the penalty most likely to achieve compliance with the
rules. CSR § 16-20.
A. Seriousness of the proven offenses
Disobedience to a lawful order and theft are offenses that often merit termination
due to the serious consequences Inherent In the disobedience. (In re Galindo CSA 3908. 13 (9/5/08); In re Norman-Curry, CSA 28-07. 50-08. 24 (2/27 /09)). This Is an unusual
case In that the consequences of the disobedience were minimal and the theft was de
minimis. A reasonable administrator must distinguish between the two in assessing
penalties.

If the penalty Is within the range of reasonable alternatives avallable to the
Agency. and is not arbitrary or capricious, it should be affirmed. In re Quezada, CSA 4012, 9 (4/5/ 13). citing In re Garcia. CSA 175-04, 8 (7 / 12/05). However. the case low
indicates when the offense is so minor as to be considered de min/mis, where there is no
previous discipline or the previous discipline Is unrelated to theft. and where the
employee readily acknowledged her mistake and attempted no duplicity. dismissal Is
arbitrary and caprlclous. 6 LaCombe's theft In this case was, for reasons stated above.
de min/mus.

B. Prior Record
Jennifer Lacombe was relatlvely new to the Stock Keeper position. having held
that position for one year. Hegerty stated one factor In agreeing to dismiss Lacombe
was her prior attitude In not being positive. proactive. and team-based~. and a prior
dlsclpllnary case over the failure to display her safety badge, in a matter unrelated to
the present case. Notably, the disclpllnary letter In the earlier case - a written reprimand
for 11 minor Incidents over a period of five months - was served at the same moment as
her contemplatlon letter in the present case, suggesting a plllng on of discipline. None
of the incidents In the earlier case was related to similar conduct In the present case.
M

Francisco Pacheco held the position of Stock Keeper II for 15 years. Hegerty
testified aggravating factors against him Included the report from a prior manager that
Pacheco did not work well with others. Notably, Hagerty did not allege Pacheco's
attitude to be a current problem with his current chain of command. Moreover, the
Agency failed to prove Pacheco violated any Career Service Rule in this case, making
any prior disciplinary action Irrelevant.
Anthony Sandoval held the position of Stoel< Keeper II for 13 years. Hagerty noted
Sandoval had a prior dlsclpllnary matter over the misuse of a voucher to purchase shoes
for a family member Instead of for work. Sandoval was found. by his actions. to have
stolen City property In violation of CSR 16-60 C.1. (Exhibit ll6-3). Sondoval's prior record
is Irrelevant in view of the Agency's failure to prove he violated any Career SeNlce Rule.
C. Likelihood of Reform
No evidence was adduced by the Agency regarding any of the Appellants· ability
or desire to reform. All three testified they never tried to conceal that they took home
leftovers, and that they learned quickly it was a mistake they would not repeat in light of
the Agency's reaction. Their statements. while obviously self-serving. were nonetheless
credible for the following reasons.
All three Appellants were aware their actions were constantly monitored and
recorded by the closed-circuit video system; as soon as they were asked what
happened with the leftover food, all three readily acknowledged what and how much
food they took home; and all three expressed remorse for their actions when first
questioned about the incident. Each offered to return the trays of food or pay for them.
There Is no reason to believe Lacombe would repeat a similar act in the future,
although care may have to be taken if cupcakes are present. as Lacombe confessed
"I just really love cupcakes."
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The likelihood of reform Is Irrelevant to Pacheco and Sandoval, as no violation was
proven against them.
D. Other factors.
Hegerty testified he dld not make the final decision regarding discipline of the three
Appellants. Instead he sold it was a collaborative decision made with Novltch, Davis,
and the City Attorney's office. (Hegarty testimony).
The Appellants gathered signatures of those customers from Fleld, Fleet. and
perhaps others, who took food allegedly left out at or near the MotMan counter.
Hegarty determined their list was a cover-up to ovoid responsibility for their failure to
distribute leftovers as directed. Even assuming all three Appellants were aware of
Novitch's directive, I find lt as likely as not that their 11st. (Exhibits A- C) was part of
Appellants· understandable attempt to present their best case for hearing. without any
purpose to obscure the facts. as alleged by Hegarty.
It was evident both Hegarty and Novltch were personally offended by the
Appellants' apparent failure to comply with their directives. Both testified they
had just spent hours Instilling a spirit of teamwork and cooperation Into the
MatMan employees only to find the Appellants acted In apparent direct
opposition to those teachings. Those facts created the conditions for escalating
what should hove been a minor matter Into a major one.
In summary:
The Agency proved Career SeNice Rule violotlons against Appellant
Lacombe only.
No discipline may be assessed where no Career Service Rule violation was
established. thus no penalty may be assessed against Appellants Pacheco or
Sandoval.
With respect to Appellant Lacombe. although the Agency proved both alleged
rule violations, the violatlons were de minimus. When a vtolation carries de minimus
consequences. a maximum penalty is inappropriate. Cases from the following federal
equivalent of our own merit-based system are instructive.
Dismissal for de mfnimus theft is not appropriate where the employee: had minimal
or no previous dlsclpllnory record; was forthright In admitting her action; and did not
have custody over the property. (Miguel v. Deportment of the Army. 727 F.2d 1081 (Fed.
Cir. l 984)(holding that removal of cashier for theft of two bars of soap from the
commissary was on abuse of discretion in light of the de minlmls nature of the objects
taken, her years of service with numerous commendations, and no prior disciplinary
actions); DeWitt v. Department of the Nayy. 747 F.2d 1442 (Fed. Cir. 1984) (holding
penalty of removal of store worker with thirteen years of service, for unauthorized
possession of $14.00 worth of groceries, although severe, was not abuse of discretion
because he occupied a position of control and custody over the items he took, , . . and
appellant was deceptive and gave false testimony at the hearing): Yusen v. Dept. of
~ . 22 MSPR 611. 613 (1984) (penalty for theft of $4.50 worth of paint reduced from
removal to 60-doy suspension where theft was de minimis and in light of appellant's
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years of seNlce): Miguel v. Dept. of Army, 727 F.2d 1081 (Fed, Cir. 1984) (reversing
dismissal and remanding for penalty assessment of a worker who stole $2.10 of
property)). The value of the stolen property must be considered when assessing the
degree of discipline. Uroqy v. Dept. of Army, 53 MSPR 342. 346 (1992)}.
Broida. A Gu10E TO MERIT SvsTEMS PooTECTION BoARo LAw AND PRACTICE 1977-78 (27 th ed. 2010)).
To allow more than a minor penalty for a de mlnlmus act would set an
lmpermlsslbly subjective standard for assessing discipline in violation of the purpose of
dlscipllne under CSR 16-20, and In violation of a reasonable administrator's obligation to
act within the range of reasonable alternatives available to the Agency. The
assessment of disproportionately adverse actions disrupt the notion of balance and
fairness that underlie dlsclpllne Mfor causeH under the Career SeNlce Rules. In re
Hamilton, CSA 100-09. 15 (9/17 /10). As such. lhe Agency's dlsclpllnary choices here
were arbitrary and capricious. In re Quezada. CSA 40-12. 9 (4/5/13), citing In re Garcia.
CSA 175-04. 8 (7 /l 2/05).

VI. ORDERS
A. The Agency's dismissal of Appellant Jennifer Lacombe Is MODIFIED to a 30 day
suspension.

B. The Agency's dismissal of Appellant Francisco Pacheco is REVERSED.
C. The Agency's dismissal of Appellant Anthony Sandoval is REVERSED.
D. The Agency is ordered to pay the appropriate back pay and other benefits under
Career SeNice Rules no later than two pay periods after the date of this Decslon.

E. If there Is a dispute about bock pay or benefits. the Agency Is ordered to pay the
undisputed amount. and to reinstate undisputed benefits no later than two pay periods
after the date of this Decslslon. The proper remedy for the unresolved portion of back
pay and/or benefits ts a motion to set the matter for hearing In the Hearings Office. In re
Mestas et al. CSB 64-07, 62-07, 6707 (8/12/08).
DONE January 27, 2015.
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sruce A Plotkin

Career Service Board Hearings Officer
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